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Ref. 026629

The NOMAD POWER 20 is an external emergency battery which can recharge all types of
electrical mobile devices.
It regroups 3 functions in a single device :
- Autonomous power supply for all types of electrical appliances.
- Booster for 12V vehicles (motorcylcles, light vehicles).
- Emergency/warning lamp.
MULTIPLE USES
Not for professionnal use.

POWER SUPPLY
- 2 x 5V USB port (2.1A / 1A) to recharge smartphone, tablet,
sat-nav, etc.
- 1 x 19V PC socket (3.5A) and 8 connectors to charge
or supply power to the majority of laptops.
- 1 x 12V socket (10A) : ideal for camping, to power a 12V
device (Ice box, TV, fan, etc).

ENGINE START FEATURE (BOOSTER)

PC socket

Its lithium battery presents an exceptional power/size ratio.
It jumps starts vehicles equipped with 12V discharged battery
(liquid, gel, AGM start/stop) in a few seconds.

SAFETY START

12V /10A
socket

USB

Comes with protective
storage case + accessories

The smart jump lead cable protect at the same time the
battery and the on-board electronics:
- Anti spark technology,
- Protection against short-circuits,
- Protection against polarity reversal.

LED TORCH FEATURE

Smart jump lead

3 mode lamp (1 LED).

8 PC supply
connectors

EXCEPTIONAL AUTONOMY
With its large storage capacity, the product can be used
round 10 times before recharging it.

Multiconnectors
USB cable

- 12V charger
- Cigarette lighter
socket

POCKET SIZE
Lightweight (680g) and compact, it will ideally find its place in a
vehicle’s glove box/tray as well as in a suitcase.
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